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Wisdom Audio Features New Additions to
Acclaimed Sage Series at 2010 EH Expo
Wisdom Audio Personnel will be on Hand to Discuss the New Sage Series
SCS “Suitcase” Sub and SE Architectural Speaker Installation Solution, as
well as the Acclaimed L75i and P20 Speakers and Accompanying Electronics

CARSON CITY, Nev., March 5, 2010 — Wisdom Audio (www.wisdomaudio.com),
the leader in planar magnetic technologies, is proud to announce it will feature
the acclaimed and award-winning Sage Series speaker systems at the 2010
Electronic House Expo (EHX), held from March 25-27 at the Orange County
Convention Center (Orlando, Fla.), booth #827.
Wisdom Audio personnel will be on hand to discuss existing and new Sage
Series products, including the new SCS “suitcase” sub (scheduled to ship this
month) and the new SE architectural speaker mounting solution for installation
within concrete and masonry walls. Wisdom’s L75i and P20 speakers, as well as
accompanying electronics and other Sage Series products, will also be
showcased during the show.
“After tremendously successful CES and ISE shows the past two months, we are
excited to showcase our new and expanded existing product lines to the EH
Expo attendees,” said Mark Glazier, Wisdom Audio president. “The Florida and
southeast territories are very important markets, and so helping educate top
custom electronics integrators on the Sage Series’ diverse product line and
applications, including in high-end marine installations, is a top priority for
Wisdom.”
The SE architectural speaker mounting solution is designed for Sage Series
installations within concrete and masonry walls. Featuring an innovative flexible
stainless steel grill that floats above what could be an uneven masonry wall
surface, the SE enclosure is Wisdom’s most aesthetically pleasing and best
performing in-wall mounting enclosure.

(more)
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The 400-watt SCS “suitcase” sub’s uncommon size (with a size of 37in. x 22in. x
7in.) and aspect ratio allows it to be placed in areas where other subwoofers will
not fit, offering installers a unique option. The SCS Regenerative Transmission
Line™ woofer alignment is capable of SPLs in excess of 120 dB @ 25 Hz. The dual
5in. x 7.5in. woofer design yields an equivalent active cone area of 13 inches.
Wisdom Audio has brought to market more than 20 Sage Series models,
encompassing in-wall, on-wall, and freestanding versions of most
configurations ranging from 20 inches to 76 inches tall. Sage Series speakers
incorporate new generation proprietary thin film planar magnetic drivers which
allow for its narrow and shallow physical characteristics, thus permitting the
unprecedented possibility of the same driver complement and back box to be
used for such varied applications, ranging from in-wall to freestanding.
For more information, please visit www.wisdomaudio.com or call (775) 887-8850.
About Wisdom Audio
Wisdom Audio is the leader in designing and manufacturing high-performance planar-magnetic transducers with more
than 90 man-years experience. Wisdom Audio was founded in 1996 to create no-compromise planar loudspeaker
systems for the most demanding and critical audiophiles. Wisdom Audio systems employ proprietary, custom-made
planar magnetic and dynamic transducers optimized for high-performance, high-end architectural audio reproduction
applications. Its hybrid-technology systems have earned praise and awards from the specialized media, while satisfying
a growing base of customers and dealers worldwide.
Wisdom Audio’s multi-award winning Sage Series architectural products are handcrafted in limited quantities by
specialized craftsmen at its headquarters in Carson City, Nevada.
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